
Preface 

The Proceedings TRENDS IN ADVANCED MATERIALS AND PROCESSES includes 43 
papers presented at the Third Yugoslav Materials Research Society Conference (Yu-MRS Meeting) 
held in Herceg Novi, Yugoslavia, September 20-24, 1999. 

More than one hundred scientists participated in the conference. All the submitted papers 
were reviewed by at least one of the members of the Scientific Committee and the accessory review 
team. The papers accepted for publication have been considered to be sufficiently original and to 
contain new data that deserve to be published in the Proceedings. Authors from USA, Russia, 
Germany, Italy, France, Spain, Ukraine and Poland beside those from Yugoslavia, are included in 
the Proceedings, proving our international orientation. 

Forty-three papers selected by the Editors for inclusion in this volume are thematically 
pressented in eight sections: I Atomic Layer Engineering; II Electrochemical Processing; 
III Nanostructured Materials; IV Fullerenes and Nanotubes; V Biomaterials; VI Polymers 
and Composites; VII Physical Metallurgy; and VIII Spectroscopic and Structural 
Characterization . 

The Editors wish to thank heartily to all members of the Scientific and Organising 
Committees in their efforts to organize the conference successfully, and to perform their duties as 
Session Chairmen and reviewers. We wish to express our very special personal thanks to the foreign 
authors which could not participate the Conference, because of the war, but who had prepared and 
sent their papers contributing in such a way to the quality of this Proceedings. 

Unfailing help and enthusiasm of Mr. Predrag Zivanovic and Miss . Marijana Blesic, 
secretaries of the conference is gratefully acknowledged. The Editors wish to thank Predrag and 
Marijana for their technical editing of the materials before, during and after the conference and for 
preparing Table of Contents, Author Index, Keyword Index, and other details for the Proceedings. 
Special Thanks to Mrs. Verica-Roglic for her text language revisions. 

Our gratitude to the Ministry of Development, Science and Environment of the Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia, Ministry of Science and Technology of the Republic of Serbia, and 
ZAMTES for financial support of the Conference. The editors wish to thank Institute for Inorganic 
Chemistry, Inorganic Technology and Advance Materials, Padova, Italy, for financial support of the 
Conference Proceedings. 
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Welcome Address by Dragan Uskokovic, 
President of the Yugoslav Materials Research Society, 
at the 3rd Yugoslav Materials Research Society Conference 
YUCOMAT III 

Herceg Novi , Sept. 20, 1999 

Ladies and gentleman, dear colleagues, 

I have the honour and pleasure to welcome you and to open this, already traditional, 
Conference, hoping that the programme, in front of you, will be a source of new knowledge and the 
basis for useful discussions and interesting contacts. 

Although young, our Society has a good chance to be incorporated in the family of similar 
Societies even of the developed countries. Two previous Conferences held in 1995 and 1997, and 
two Proceedings published by Transtech Pub!., Switzerland presented us to the world in a very good 
marmer. The reputation acquired was to continue, improve, and to ensure that this Conference 
becomes one of the important world events in this field . Having been included in the Calendar of 
world conferences in the field of materials science one year before it will be held, with an internet 
presentation, the Conference attracted attention of researchers from all over the world. So that, 
about 700 scientists submitted 254 papers - 69 for oral presentation and 185 for poster sessions. The 
lectures will be given at five one-day symposia devoted to: A New methods of material synthesis 
and processing; B New materials for the application in high technologies; C Nanostructured 
materials ; D Composites and E Biomaterials. 

27 authors are from foreign countries (USA, Germany, Italy, England, France, Russia, 
Switzerland , Czech, Ukraine, etc.), 16 papers are the result obtained by joined research teams via an 
international co-operation; all other papers are from our country. 

Unfortunately, well-known events that took place here during the last six months changed 
the whole situation so much that we wondered if the Conference should be held at all under such 
circumstances. Finally, despite enormous problems, our Society decided that the Conference is to be 
held . This may be explained as a sign of our resistance and our refusal to accept the hopelessness. 

Dear colleagues, I would like to take this opportunity to express my personal view on both 
the general situation in the country and the status of materials science and engineering in the period 
between the two Conferences. In the end, I will give you some comments on the tasks and goals of 
our Society. 

General situation in the country, especially in the part of the land where the most of our 
participants came from, can be described with only one word - tragic. Before the bombing, the 
country had already been in a catastrophic situation. Most of the industrial capacities, except 
military plants, were practically out of work; 400 000 men were unemployed; hundred thousands of 
the most creative young people left the country maybe forever; national treasure was taken by a 
small group of persons and this was explained to the people as privatisation. Of course, the situation 
after 2.5 months' bombing is even worse. According to a preliminary estimation of the damage 
caused to Serbia amounts to 4 - 10 billion US dollars. National income per inhabitant decreased to 
only 50 US$ per month. Reserves of the National Bank are minimal. The inflation grows very 
quickly. The danger and fear of civil war is present. National research funds which provide support 
to about 15 000 researchers are lower than the fund of an average laboratory in the west with about 
100 researchers. Our scientists cannot plan any modernisation of their equipment. They are in 



extreme fear that their present old equipment might fail any moment. And this would not only stop 
realisation of their projects, but also endanger the very existence of their families. We can expect I 
suppose that already low financing might be stopped in near future . When professional literature, 
books and journals, becomes just a desire, it is clear that, for example, the participation in this 
Conference was a big financial problem, which many of our colleagues did not manage to solve. 
The Ministry of Sciences makes efforts to help everyone, but it is unable to meet so many requests 
with such small funds . However, it is also well known that if a researcher cannot communicate 
directly with his colleges from the world he will stagnate, loose his personal stimulus and begin to 
doubt his own vision. 

We often wonder whether a small country such as ours has the right to develop fundamental 
sciences. "Small" is often a synonym for "poor". Now when poverty is knocking at our doors, the 
question is: does the country where the most of its inhabitants think only how to survive have the 
right to spend any money on any kind of research. Shortly speaking, it means that our science is in 
collapse. 

On the other side, dear colleagues, it is well known that the materials science and engineering 
in the west are reaching heavenly heights. It is a field of extreme technological and intellectual 
challenges. Unfortunately, we had a unique chance to see these "heavenly heights" on the ground, 
during NA TO bombing. It is the fact that our professional interest was greater than our fear. 
Materials of an "invisible" aircraft and "graphite" bombs have been the subject of intensive studies 
already during the bombing. I will always remember how SEM was shaking because of the bomb 
shocks, but we did not want to stop the experiments. Our curiosity was satisfied when we found the 
composition of so called "graphite" bombs - in spite of their name, there was no graphite in them. 
All this belongs to another story. Perhaps, to the story on the ethical principles of modern science. 

Now, we must ask ourselves - what to do to prevent a total destruction of our science? The 
following are I think some of the elementary conditions and our tasks at the same time, which have 
to be fulfilled in order to solve this problem: 

• Introduction of democratic changes in the whole country as the basis for deeper economic 
reforms and incorporation in large European and world integration processes. 

• Definition of the procedures and quality criteria for the research work evaluation, which 
would stop the activities of quasi-scientists, marginalization of affirmed researchers, and 
further provincialization of our science. 

• Animation of the best researchers and selection of the best projects, which could attract 
attention of potential financiers and be included in common international projects. 

• Development of a net of our well-known scientists working abroad and finding the best 
way how to co-operate with them. 

• Development of a mechanism and a model which is to stimulate the scientists to start to 
think - how to realise their results and patents in the form of "home made" products. It 
means a profitable production of small series without large investment costs. This 
approach has become popular in many developed countries too . It helps scientists to think 
before starting their experiments and develop new materials, how to put their future 
results to use in a profitable business. 

I think that our Materials Research Society will play an important role in future promotion of 
such projects and the reali sation of the above mentioned tasks. 

Dear colleagues, once more I wish you a successful work during this Conference and 
comfortable stay in this beautiful town which we like so much and where we often felt better than in 
our own homes. 


